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I. INTRODUCTION

After World War II, the rise of international human rights law has gradually eroded what remained of national sovereignty, as a defense against the intervention of other states. In the modern era, there is a growing sentiment that when the gravest human rights violations such as genocide, crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing, and war crimes occur, the international community has a “responsibility to protect” the victims of those crimes if the victims’ own government is unwilling or unable to do so. ¹ While much of the scholarship on the responsibility to protect focuses on the international community’s ability to engage in military intervention to carry out its obligations, the doctrine actually provides a menu of options that intervening States can employ to prevent serious abuses of human rights, including diplomatic measures, economic sanctions, and, notably for the purposes of this article, legal accountability in judicial fora. ² Thus, in the modern era, States have greater latitude than ever before to


². ICISS Report, at ¶1.38. See also Ved Nanda, The Future under International Law of the Responsibility to Protect after Libya and Syria, 21 MICH. ST. INT’L L. REV 1, 5 (2013) (“The ICISS’s ‘responsibility to protect’ concept comprises three distinct responsibilities: the responsibility to prevent, the responsibility to react (which in extreme cases may include military intervention), and the responsibility to rebuild after military intervention. The responsibility to prevent focuses on the importance of early warning mechanisms and conflict prevention, and on the use of diplomatic, economic, and military means to contain a conflict before it escalates.”); World Summit Outcome, supra note 1, at ¶139.
intervene in the sovereign affairs of other States when human rights violations have occurred. Yet, the “when” and “how” of justifying intervention in any form on the basis of human rights remains murky and States across the globe are charting their own course through unsure waters. In this article, I will argue that the United States has inconsistently fulfilled its responsibility to protect, evoking this doctrine as a basis for intervention only when it has a national interest at stake, and that this approach to human rights protection is improperly extending to the judiciary.

This unbalanced invocation of the responsibility to protect aligns with many of the critiques levied against the United States for its shifting commitment to international human rights law more generally. Indeed, since World War II, the United States has emerged as a controversial figure, leading the charge for the development of international law but then failing to sign or ratify major treaties that would provide accountability for human rights violations within its own borders.3 The American approach to international law is even more striking when compared to its European allies who have increasingly waived their sovereign rights in favor of greater European integration and stronger formations of international law.4 Critics have thus accused the United States of American Exceptionalism – “the idea that the United States is different from the rest of the world and unbound by the rules it promotes” – and have claimed that the U.S. has co-opted human rights for its own purposes.5 While these critiques primarily focus on the U.S.’s desire to exempt itself from human rights enforcement at home, the selective enforcement of human rights law presently extends beyond its borders, in part as response to the emergence of the responsibility to protect. As will be explored further below, recent rhetoric by U.S. government officials reveal that the United States is conditioning its enforcement of human rights law abroad on the existence of a U.S. national interest, thereby sending the message that state actors who act contrary to U.S. interests are exceptionally more deserving of punishment for human rights violations — thus, effectively draping a veil of immunity over its allies. In particular, U.S. politicians have repeatedly invoked this approach when engaging in humanitarian military interventions overseas, most recently when making the case for military strikes in Syria.6

---


6. President Barrack Obama explained that the motivation for intervening in Syria “has to do with not only international norms but also America’s core self-interest.” Interview by Judy Woodruff
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human rights deserve this country’s protection is becoming an expressly political one, driven by national interest.

But the United States Supreme Court’s recent opinion in *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.* is striking evidence that this emerging American norm, which I will refer to as “nationalistic human rights protection,” is creeping into a realm where politics should have no bearing: the judiciary. In *Kiobel*, the majority of the Court held that the presumption against extraterritoriality was applicable to the Alien Tort Statute (ATS), a statute that courts had previously interpreted to provide jurisdiction for civil suits seeking damages for human rights violations occurring abroad. In arriving at this decision, Chief Justice John Roberts, who delivered the majority opinion of the Court, emphasized the fear that the adjudication of claims under the ATS in federal courts would have negative consequences on foreign relations and “imping[e] on the discretion of the Legislative and Executive Branches in managing foreign affairs.” At the same time, the Court left open the possibility that claims could overcome the presumption against extraterritoriality if they “touch and concern the territory of the United States... with sufficient force.” Thus, the Court foresaw instances where ATS claims could have so strong a nexus to the United States that there would be no doubt about its interest in the matter.

While the majority opinion suggested a need for a strong U.S. connection as a condition for jurisdiction under the ATS, a concurring opinion, written by Justice Breyer and joined by Justices Sotomayor, Ginsburg, and Kagan, “interpret[ed] the statute as providing jurisdiction only where distinct American interests are at issue.” These Justices favored the adoption of a clear standard that would grant extraterritorial jurisdiction under the ATS, *inter alia*, when “the defendant’s conduct substantially and adversely affects an important American national interest.” Given the inherent fuzziness of the “touch and concern” test, domestic courts may well look to this four-justice concurrence when determining whether human rights claims under the ATS are justiciable. At least one court already has.


8.  The presumption against extraterritoriality is a canon of statutory interpretation that provides “[w]hen a statute gives no clear indication of an extraterritorial application, it has none.” The canon’s purpose is “to protect against unintended clashes between our laws and those of other nations which could result in international discord.” *EEOC v. Arabian American Oil Co.*, 499 U.S. 244, 248 (1991).


10.  *See generally, Kiobel, 133 S. Ct. 1659.*

11.  Id. at 1664. (quoting Sosa v. Alvarez–Machain, 542 U.S. 692, 727 (2004)).

12.  Id. at 1669.

13.  Id. at 1674 (Breyer, J., concurring).

14.  Id. at 1671 (Breyer, J., concurring) (emphasis added).

This opinion raises more questions than it resolves. Although the Supreme Court adopted this threshold for the adjudication of ATS claims in US courts in an attempt to limit “unwarranted judicial interference in the conduct of foreign policy,”\(^\text{16}\) to what extent does this standard inherently require the judiciary to intervene as a political actor on the international stage? Furthermore, if U.S. courts, guided by the language in the four justice concurrence, dismiss cases because they are considered to be contrary to U.S. national interest, would this legitimize critiques that the United States is co-opting human rights to support actions undertaken with political motives instead of humanitarian ones? In this article, I will trace the emergence of the United States’ nationalistic protection of human rights and examine the ramifications of the judicial adoption of this approach to the adjudication of human rights claims. I argue that not only would conditioning judicial human rights protection on national interest be antithetical to the underlying principles of human rights, but it would also run afoul of the political question doctrine. I further suggest that Congress should correct this unclear and potentially problematic test by adopting a standard for jurisdiction that would allow the United States to more consistently fulfill its obligations under the responsibility to protect. Specifically, Congress should adopt legislation that would allow U.S. courts to adjudicate human rights claims under the ATS when other States who might be in a better position to do so are unwilling or unable.

Part II describes the historical context that gave rise to the gradual replacement of the non-interventionist default with the protection of individual human rights abroad. In particular, it will focus on the development of the responsibility to protect, highlighting how it provides a broad array of actions, including judicial action, to protect individuals from grave human rights abuses. Part III traces the role of the United States in the development of human rights law and examines the critiques that the United States has used human rights as a tool to pursue its own national interests, especially in its justification of military interventions abroad. Part IV describes how *Kiobel*, if interpreted in line with the four justice concurrence, represents a formal expansion of American Exceptionalism into the judiciary and outlines why that violates the central tenets of human rights law and the political question doctrine. Part V suggests that Congress should remedy the problem created by *Kiobel* by adopting legislation consistent with the responsibility to protect doctrine. Specifically, Congress should universally provide jurisdiction in U.S. courts for claims under the ATS when other States that are in a better position to adjudicate human rights claims are unwilling or unable to do so.

\(^\text{16}\) Id. at 1665.
II. THE BIRTH OF MODERN HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT

The effective international protection of individuals that reaches into the borders of other countries is a relatively new phenomenon. In order to fully understand the significance of the dilemma addressed in this article, this section provides a brief history of its development. Specifically, it will trace how the erosion of sovereign rights paved the way for the emergence of the responsibility to protect.

A. The Erosion of Sovereign Rights in the Face of Mass Atrocity

The dilemma regarding when it is permissible for States to intervene in the affairs of others to protect human rights is a modern one and States across the world including the United States are still navigating its contours. In the early 20th century, a government’s internal treatment of its own citizens was relatively insulated from the law of nations, with the exception of some notable humanitarian interventions in the 19th century. Predominantly, however, sovereign rights provided a veil of immunity that protected even the most brutal governments from international scrutiny. International law offered limited protection of individual rights, such as those of citizens of one country injured by another country (e.g. international law governed injury to the property rights of aliens, attacks on aliens on foreign soil, and the use of force against civilians and soldiers during wartime).

Yet, over the course of history, sovereign rights have been gradually and cyclically eroding, with each grave breach of human rights that disturbs our modern sensibilities further enforcing our global interconnection and consequently instilling a growing belief in the duty to intervene in the affairs of other nations to protect individual human rights. After the atrocities of World War I, the international community increasingly recognized that a government’s treatment of its own citizens could have implications globally and made efforts to influence the activity of governments vis-à-vis their citizens. One step taken in hopes of forestalling future devastation was the creation of the League of Nations, whose aim was to curb the behavior of individual sovereign States to act in the interest of the collective security of a community of States. Although the League of Nations lacked binding authority over sovereign States and its founding treaty did not explicitly mention human rights, it was the first major chink in the armor of sovereign rights that eventually allowed for the development of international human rights law.

---


19. Id. at 4. See also, Paust, supra note 17.
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22. Antony Anghie, Colonialism and the Birth of International Institutions: Sovereignty, Economy, and
The collective horrors and destruction of World War II ignited a desire for a deeper codification of international norms promoting the protection of human rights. Faced again with the distinct reality that those States who abused the rights of their citizens were likely to present security risks for their neighbors, States recognized that a firmer commitment to international human rights was essential to encouraging stability and peace. In 1945, the Allied powers created the “United Nations,” which initially included only those countries united against the Axis powers. With the support of the United States, the United Nations adopted a Charter that served as the founding document for the organization and laid out a mandate to protect human rights. In the preamble of the U.N. Charter, member States pledged “to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights” and “the dignity and worth of the human person.” Moreover, Article 55 of the U.N. Charter identified human rights as essential to the promotion of international peace and stability:

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations . . . the United Nations shall promote . . . universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinctions as to race, sex, language or religion.

The U.N. Charter committed its members “to take joint and separate action in cooperation with the Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55.”

Despite this bold language in the U.N. Charter its impact was limited by the inability of the U.N. General Assembly to adopt a list of protected human rights within the Charter and the affirmation of the principle of non-intervention in Article 2.7, which confirmed the protection of sovereign rights. Additionally, the conclusion by U.S. courts that the U.N. Charter was not self-executing further constrained its practical application in the U.S.
B. The Emergence of the Responsibility to Protect

This slow march away from sovereign rights and toward human rights during the past century paved the way for the emergence of the responsibility to protect, which describes the increasing acceptance that States have a duty to protect their own citizens from human rights abuses and when they fail to do so, other States must intervene. This section traces the emergence of the responsibility to protect and describes the tools that States might use to fulfill this duty, highlighting in particular the possibility of judicial action under the legal theory of universal jurisdiction.

In the 1990s, the failure of the international community to intervene to stop the genocide in Rwanda and the controversial humanitarian interventions in Kosovo, Bosnia, and Somalia raised questions about when foreign intervention is appropriate and catalyzed the formal articulation of the responsibility to protect doctrine. In 2000, the United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan in his Millennium Report to the General Assembly urged member States to “unite in the pursuit of more effective policies, to stop organized mass murder and egregious violations of human rights.” In response to this call, the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS), an independent body established by the Canadian Government, published a report in 2001 that first outlined the responsibility to protect, which it defined as “an idea that sovereign States have a responsibility to protect their own citizens from avoidable catastrophe – from mass murder and rape, from starvation – but that when they are unwilling or unable to do so, the responsibility must be borne by the broader community of states.” While the report mainly focused on military intervention, which it identified as the most controversial form of intervention, it also indicated that the responsibility to protect included “all forms of preventive measures, and coercive measures – sanctions and criminal prosecutions – falling short of military intervention.” The ICISS specifically listed universal jurisdiction as one of the tools in the “direct prevention toolbox,” stating:

[the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols (as well as the Convention against Torture) establish universal jurisdiction over crimes listed in them. This means that any state party can bring to trial any person accused of such crimes. Universal jurisdiction is in any case held to exist under customary international law for genocide and crimes against humanity, and a number of countries have enacted legislation to give their courts jurisdiction in such cases.]

Thus, from its inception, the responsibility to protect included judicial action as a tool that could be used to deter future atrocities.

The responsibility to protect next gained ground, when the High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges, and Change established by Secretary General Kofi

31. ICISS Report, supra note 1.
34. ICISS Report, supra note 1, at VIII.
35. Id. at 8.
36. Id. at 23-24.
Annan endorsed the principle, identifying it as an “emerging norm” in its report in 2004. Still, the High-Level Panel noted that the responsibility to protect represented a “normative challenge to the United Nations” in that “the concept of State and international responsibility to protect civilians from the effects of war and human rights abuses has yet to truly overcome the tension between the competing claims of sovereign inviolability and the right to intervene.”

In 2005, however, the U.N. General Assembly explicitly endorsed the responsibility to protect when it adopted the World Summit Outcome. The World Summit Outcome document affirmed that the international community “has the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means . . . to help protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.” However, the World Summit Outcome document watered down the responsibility to protect mandate with respect to military intervention, indicating that the international community should be “prepared to take collective action . . . should peaceful means be inadequate and national authorities manifestly fail to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleaning, and crimes against humanity” as opposed to having an affirmative duty to do so.

III. THE U.S. DOUBLE STANDARD OF HUMAN RIGHTS

As the responsibility to protect norm developed, States have been navigating the difficult question of when it is appropriate to intervene militarily, politically, and judicially in the domestic affairs of other States. The United States has demonstrated marked inconsistencies in its approach to human rights enforcement, at times pushing the boundaries of when it is acceptable to intervene in the affairs of others in the name of human rights and at others defending sovereign boundaries when their own interests are threatened. As this section will further illuminate, the United States’ human rights policy has been a combination of leadership and resistance. On one hand, the United States has been instrumental in the development of international human rights law; on the other, it has resisted the implementation and enforcement of international human rights law within its own borders. For instance, the
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38. High-Level Panel Report, supra note 37, at ¶ 36.
39. World Summit Outcome, supra note 1.
40. Id. at ¶ 139.
41. Id. at ¶ 139. (emphasis added)
42. Jack Goldsmith, International Human Rights Law & the United States Double Standard, 1 GREEN BAG 365, 366 (1998) (“A recent example is President Clinton’s support for an International Criminal Court on the condition that its jurisdiction be severely limited. A primary reason for this was the fear that U.S. troops and other U.S. government officials might be subject to the Tribunal’s jurisdiction. For similar reasons the President has resisted signing the Land Mine Treaty.”).
43. Ignatieff, supra note 3 (“Under some administrations, it has promoted human rights as if they were synonymous with American values, while under others, it has emphasized the superiority of American values over international standards. This combination of leadership and resistance is what defines American human rights behavior as exceptional…”).
44. See generally, Koh, supra note 5; Johan D. van der Vyver, American Exceptionalism: Human
United States has been a central figure during the drafting and negotiation of numerous human rights treaties, but it ultimately failed to put many of those same treaties into force within its domestic law (e.g. the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Rome Statute, and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)).45 When the United States has ratified international human rights treaties, it has done so with so many reservations, understandings, and declarations (RUDs) that the treaties lost a fair measure of force within domestic law (e.g. Genocide Convention, Torture Convention and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights).46 Many scholars have thus lambasted the United States for its exceptionalist stance on human rights, claiming that the United States believes that human rights is good for other countries, but is wary of subjecting its own human rights records to external scrutiny.47

A. The United States’ Role in the Development of Human Rights Law

American exceptionalism has been present since the birth of the modern day human rights regime. When the community of Allied Nations contemplated the development of the League of Nations, President Woodrow Wilson proclaimed that the United States “puts human rights above all other rights” and would fight to “make the world safe for democracy.”48 However, the United States ultimately refused to join the League of Nations and retreated into isolation.49 Henry Cabot Lodge, one of the leading isolationist voices, explained, “We do not want a narrow alley of escape from the jurisdiction of the League. We want to prevent any jurisdiction whatsoever.”50 The United States also opposed the proposal to create a tribunal that would hold foreign officials responsible for violations of “the law and customs of war and the laws of humanity,” a would-be precursor of the International Criminal Court.51 Secretary of State Robert Lansing bluntly stated his rationale for the rejection of...
the proposal: “The essence of sovereignty is the absence of responsibility.”

After World War II, the United States was a driving force in promoting the reemergence of human rights as a guidepost for future relations amongst nations. Legal scholar Jed Rubenfeld characterized the United States’ embrace of international law after World War II as “part of an ambition to Americanize as much of the world as it could, which meant both the export of American institutions, including constitutional law, and the strengthening of American global influence.” Indeed, President Franklin Roosevelt intrinsically linked American ideals of freedom and democracy to human rights in his Four Freedoms speech, proclaiming that “freedom means the supremacy of human rights everywhere.” Eleanor Roosevelt also played a central role in the development of modern human rights doctrine. As the chair of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, she helped to draft the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and is credited with negotiating its unanimous adoption. Still, even in the early days of human rights law, the United States led efforts to restrain its force as evinced by Eleanor Roosevelt’s speech before the General Assembly emphasizing the non-binding nature of the UDHR just prior to its adoption:

In giving our approval to the declaration today, it is of primary importance that we keep clearly in mind the basic character of the document. It is not a treaty; it is not an international agreement. It is not and does not purport to be a statement of law or of legal obligation.

After all, the Truman administration had conditioned its support of the UDHR on its non-binding nature out of fear that African-Americans would evoke human rights to challenge the Jim Crow laws in the South.

After the adoption of the UDHR, U.S. support for human rights law waned. In the early years of the Cold War, leaders in the executive branch saw little use for human rights and instead waged a covert anti-communist propaganda war against the Soviet Union. The Eisenhower administration worried that supporting the enforcement of human rights law might lead to other countries, particularly the Soviet Union, “prying around in human rights conditions in the United States.” Despite these concerns, his administration still supported the drafting of both International Covenants on human rights. Under the Nixon

52. Id. Secretary Lansing issued a formal dissent to the proposed development of an international criminal tribunal and indicated that he did not intend to allow human rights law to impinge on the sovereign rights of the United States.
53. SOOHOO, supra note 20.
54. Rubenfeld, supra note 3.
55. Franklin Roosevelt, President of the United States, Address of January 6, 1941, in THE PUBLIC PAPERS AND ADDRESSES OF FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, 672 (vol. 9) (Samuel Rosenman ed.).
58. Peck, supra note 5, at 17.
59. Id. at 18-26.
administration, the human rights agenda lost further ground as “realpolitik,” the
time that the United States should pursue its national interest devoid of any
moral or ideological concerns, dominated U.S. foreign policy. In his
confirmation hearing for Secretary of State before the Senate in 1973, Henry
Kissinger explained the Nixon administration’s hesitation to pursue human
rights objectives abroad, stating that “the protection of human rights is a very
sensitive aspect of domestic jurisdiction of . . . governments . . . If the
infringement of human rights is not so offensive that we cannot live with it, we
will seek to work out what we can with the country in order to increase our
influence.”

In practice, this approach meant that during this period the United
States rarely condemned human rights violations and frequently provided U.S.
aid to countries with terrible human rights records. Congress became
increasingly frustrated by the executive branch’s support of human rights
abusers and ultimately adopted measures that would restrict or deny foreign aid
on the basis of a country’s human rights record, which President Nixon
subsequently ignored.

During the later years of the Cold War, the executive branch re-embraced
human rights as a counter-narrative to communism and accusations of American
imperialism as well as a way to improve the United States’ image after the
scandal of the Vietnam War. As Anthony Lake, the State Department’s director
of policy planning in the Carter administration, put it, “this human rights
business” became the “centerpiece of [the U.S.] effort to restore America’s post-
Vietnam, post-Watergate image.” Indeed, President Carter announced that
“[h]uman rights [was] the soul of American foreign policy” on the thirtieth
anniversary of the signing of the UDHR.

Similar to the Nixon administration, the Reagan administration first viewed
human rights as an impediment to pursuing the United States’ national interest,
but then later narrowly redefined human rights as supporting the American
values of liberty, democracy, and capitalism in order to accomplish his political
agenda of fighting communism. George H.W. Bush took a pragmatist
approach to human rights protection. He supported human rights, but only
when the political costs were low.

Bill Clinton embraced human rights in a fashion similar to Carter. Before
Bill Clinton took office, he announced that “U.S. foreign policy cannot be
divorced from the moral principles most Americans share. We cannot disregard
how other governments treat their own people.” Under his administration, the

61. Clair Apodaca, Understanding U.S. Human Rights Policy: A Paradoxical Legacy 30-
62. Id. at 30.
63. Id. at 31-33.
64. Id. 33-44; see also Foreign Assistance Act § 32, Pub. L. No. 87-195.
65. Peck, supra note 5, at 45-46, 85-129.
66. Ignatieff, supra note 3.
67. Jimmy Carter, Universal Declaration of Human Rights Remarks at a White House Meeting
Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the Declaration’s Signing (Dec. 6, 1978).
68. Apodaca, supra note 61, at 82.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 137.
United States, as part of the Security Council, voted in favor of creating the International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). The U.S. government under the Clinton administration was instrumental in the negotiation of the Rome Statute, which created the International Criminal Court (ICC). However, President Clinton declined to sign the Landmines Convention and failed to intervene during the genocides in Rwanda, one of the most gruesome instances of human rights violations of our time.

B. The U.S. Nationalistic Responsibility to Protect

The move away from sovereign rights and toward the responsibility to protect in the early 2000s ushered in a new era of military intervention justified by the protection of human rights, during which the United States’ pursuit of national interest goals through human rights protection became more overt and unilateral. Whereas before U.S. officials only considered the use of human rights as a tool to accomplish national interest behind closed doors, during the last two decades, the nationalistic protection of human rights has become explicit as dramatically illustrated by the rhetoric surrounding U.S. military interventions abroad.

Markedly, President George W. Bush, who was inaugurated into office the same year as the ICISS report on the responsibility to protect was published, evoked human rights as part of its justification for intervening in Iraq, an oil rich country of significant geopolitical interest to the United States. In making the case for war in Iraq, President Bush characterized Saddam Hussein as a “dangerous man” who violated human rights and “used weapons of mass destruction against Iraq’s neighbors and against Iraq’s people.” Paradoxically,

72. See generally, id.; See also Lucy Martinez, Prosecuting Terrorists at the International Criminal Court: Possibilities and Problems, 34 RUTGERS L.J. 1, 57 (2002) (“The United States was extensively involved in the drafting of the Rome Statute, and also in the preparation for and negotiations at the Rome Conference.”).
73. Rubenfeld, supra note 3, at 1980.
74. See generally, PHILIP GOUREVITCH, WE WISH TO INFORM YOU THAT TOMORROW WE WILL BE KILLED WITH OUR FAMILIES (1998); SAMANTHA POWER, A PROBLEM FROM HELL: AMERICA AND THE AGE OF GENOCIDE (2002).
See also Knowlton, supra note 76. Interestingly, this claim was based in part on reports that Saddam Hussein had used white phosphorus against the Kurds in 1991, the very same chemical agent that the United States used in the Battle of Fallujah in 2004. U.S. DEP. OF DEFENSE, POSSIBLE USE OF PHOSPHOROUS CHEMICAL WEAPONS BY IRAQ IN KURDISH AREAS ALONG THE IRAQI-TURKISH-IRANIAN
even though the United States formally recognized the killing that occurred in Darfur in the early 2000s as genocide, it failed to intervene to protect the residents of Darfur.\textsuperscript{78}

Similar to the justification for war in Iraq, U.S. officials cited a confluence of human rights and national interest concerns in support for military intervention in Libya. As legal scholar Saira Mohamed articulated in her article Taking Stock of the Responsibility to Protect, though intervention in Libya was championed as a triumph for the responsibility to protect, it actually represents the endorsement of “a responsibility triggered only when state interests align with that duty.”\textsuperscript{79} As articulated plainly by President Obama in his first speech after the no fly zone was instituted, the United States is “naturally reluctant to use force to solve the world’s many challenges. But when our interests and values are at stake, we have a responsibility to act.”\textsuperscript{80} He identified those interests as preventing the destabilization of the region, avoiding the flow of refugees from Libya to neighboring countries, deterring other repressive leaders from committing mass atrocities, and affirming the credibility of the U.N. Security Council.\textsuperscript{81}

Leading up to the decision to launch military strikes against the Assad regime in Syria, President Obama also tied his decision to intervene to underlying national interests, stating that “if the Assad regime used chemical weapons on his own people, that[n] that would change some of our calculations. And the reason has to do with not only international norms but also America’s core self-interest.”\textsuperscript{82} Secretary of State John Kerry similarly evoked this nationalistic approach to human rights protection. On August 30, 2013, when he laid out that evidence that Assad used chemical weapons, he stated, “our concern with the cause of the defenseless people of Syria is about choices that will directly affect our role in the world and our interests in the world.”\textsuperscript{83}
IV. THE NATIONALISTIC PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE JUDICIARY

Recently, the judiciary has intimated that it will follow the Executive Branch’s lead and condition its protection of human rights on the presence of a national interest. In 2013, the Supreme Court in *Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.* issued an opinion restricting the ability of U.S. courts to adjudicate human rights claims arising from conduct that occurred abroad to instances where that conduct “touches and concerns” the United States. The four justice concurring opinion in *Kiobel* further outlined specific criteria that would allow U.S. courts to adjudicate human rights claims that arose abroad, explicitly including the existence of a U.S. national interest as one ground for doing so.

A. Summary of the Holding in *Kiobel*

In *Kiobel*, the Petitioners, a group of Nigerians who now reside in the United States, brought suit against Dutch, British, and Nigerian oil companies. They alleged that the companies had aided and abetted the Nigerian military in committing, *inter alia*, extrajudicial killings, torture, and arbitrary arrests in retaliation for their community’s protest against oil exploration. The suit was brought under the ATS, a statute that was enacted by the First Congress as part of the Judiciary Act of 1789 and grants federal jurisdiction over “any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.”

The ATS was rarely used until 1979 when the Center for Constitutional Rights evoked it on behalf of the Filártiga family in a lawsuit against former Paraguayan official Americo Peña-Irala, who was responsible for the torture and murder of seventeen-year-old Joelito Filártiga. The Second Circuit held that torture was a “clear and unambiguous” violation of the law of nations and that “international law confers fundamental rights upon all people vis-à-vis their own governments.” Since the Second Circuit’s landmark decision in *Filártiga*, courts across the country adjudicated claims from the victims of human rights violations world-wide.

---
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Kiobel unhinged much of the precedent created in the wake of Filártiga. In line with other recent cases such as Morrison v. National Australia Bank and Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown in which the Court has reined in the extraterritorial application of U.S. laws, the Court in Kiobel declined to extend the ATS's reach outside of its own borders under the facts of the case. It unanimously held that the petitioners had no cause of action under the ATS for violations of the law of nations where the alleged actions occurred within a sovereign other than the United States, lacked impact on U.S. interests, and involved a foreign defendant. A majority of the Court applied the presumption against extraterritoriality, which is a canon of statutory interpretation that provides that when a statute does not include a clear indication that it was meant to apply overseas, it does not. The five justice majority opinion authored by Chief Justice Roberts emphasized that the ruling reflected the “presumption that United States law governs domestically but does not rule the world.”

While this language indicates a hesitance to act as the world police, the Court's stated rationale for applying the presumption against extraterritoriality to this particular statute and its articulation of when the presumption may be overcome signals a willingness to do so when it is in this country’s national interest and has low political costs. Specifically, the majority opinion, reiterating its opinion in Sosa, cautioned that “the potential foreign policy implications of recognizing causes under the ATS should make courts particularly wary of impinging on the discretion of the Legislative and Executive Branches in managing foreign affairs.” Moreover, the five justices in the majority explained that the goal of applying the presumption against extraterritoriality in this case was to “ensure that the Judiciary does not erroneously adopt an interpretation of U.S. law that carries foreign policy consequences not clearly intended by the political branches.” In essence, although Kiobel involved a foreign corporation,
not a foreign government or official, the judiciary characterized the adjudication of human rights claims under the ATS as a threat to US diplomacy and foreign relations.

Still, the majority of the Court left some wiggle room when it concluded that ATS claims could overcome the presumption against extraterritoriality if they “touch and concern the territory of the United States... with sufficient force.” The meaning and application of “touch and concern” is not entirely certain. As Justice Kennedy writes in his concurrence, “the Court [was] careful to leave open a number of significant questions regarding the reach and interpretation of the [ATS].” Justice Alito characterized the majority’s test as “leav[ing] much unanswered.” Justice Breyer’s four-justice concurrence similarly lamented that the majority’s standard “leaves for another day the determination of just when the presumption against extraterritoriality may be overcome.”

Still, given that the Court applied the presumption against extraterritoriality in an effort to avoid unforeseen foreign policy consequences that the protection of human rights might occasion, claims where a national interest is present are likely to be among those that “touch and concern the territory of the United States... with sufficient force” to displace the presumption against extraterritoriality.

While a careful analysis of the majority opinion suggests that the presence of an unequivocal U.S. interest could be grounds for providing jurisdiction under the ATS to hear claims regarding human rights violations abroad, the four-justice concurrence by Justice Breyer states it outright. These four Justices expressly “interpret[ed] the statute as providing jurisdiction only where distinct American interests are at issue.” Justice Breyer specifically identified three factors that would support an application of the ATS extraterritorially:

1. the alleged tort occurs on American soil, 2. the defendant is an American national, or 3. the defendant’s conduct substantially and adversely affects an important American national interest, and that includes a distinct interest in preventing the United States from becoming a safe harbor (free of civil as well as criminal liability) for a torturer or other common enemy of mankind.

In light of the ambiguity of the majority’s “touch and concern” standard, U.S. courts interpreting Kiobel are likely to look to the four justice concurring opinion for further direction. At least one court, the D.C. District Court, has done so already. In Mwani v. Laden, the D.C. District Court, guided by the language in the four justice concurrence, concluded that the claim overcame the presumption against extraterritoriality because “[i]t [wa]s obvious that a case involving an attack on the United States Embassy in Nairobi is tied much more closely to our national interests than a case whose only tie to our nation is a corporate presence here.”

---
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B. Executive Intervention in ATS cases

The briefs submitted on behalf of the Executive branch in ATS cases over the last 34 years document a conversation between the executive and judicial branches of the United States government. While each individual administration’s briefs reflect their broader human rights policy, a survey of these briefs also reveal a gradual, though inconsistent, shift toward understanding the ATS as impinging on foreign affairs. While courts in the United States initially rejected the requirement of a U.S. nexus for the protection of human rights advocated by Presidents Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and George W. Bush, the Supreme Court in Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co. finally legitimized this approach to ATS litigation in 2013.

When the ATS first came to be used as a tool for the protection of human rights in Filartiga, the Carter administration filed submissions in support of plaintiffs seeking civil remedies for violations of fundamental human rights abroad. In response to a request from the Second Circuit, the Department of State (DOS) under the Carter administration submitted a memorandum as amicus curiae arguing that the district court’s dismissal of the case should be reversed because torture constituted a fundamental and universally accepted human right. The DOS reasoned that if there is consensus in the international community that an individual right is guaranteed and a widely shared understanding of the scope of that right, then “there is little danger that judicial enforcement will impair our foreign policy efforts” and “to the contrary, a refusal to recognize a private cause of action in these circumstances might seriously damage the credibility of our nation’s commitment to the protection of human rights.” The DOS was careful to note that “it is likely that only a few rights have the degree of specificity and universality to permit private enforcement and that the protection of other asserted rights must be left to the political branches of government,” a stance echoed by the Supreme Court in Sosa nearly 25 years later. The DOS also emphasized that these were rights to which “all individuals are entitled, regardless of nationality.” The stance expressed in the memorandum as amicus curiae reflects the Carter administration’s embrace of human rights in the post-Vietnam, post-Watergate era.

In direct contrast to approach of the Carter administration, the Reagan administration filed an amicus brief in Trajano v. Marcos urging the Ninth Circuit to affirm the dismissal by the federal district court of an ATS case against
Ferdinand Marcos, the former dictator of the Philippines who was residing in the United States. The brief argued that U.S. courts should only have jurisdiction when the concerned violations of the law of nations contravene rights and obligations that form part of the law of the United States and have some nexus to the United States, its citizens or its territory. At the same time, it stated that relations between the Philippines and the United States would not be harmed if the suit went forward. The Ninth Circuit in part relying on this statement from the executive branch reversed the district court’s dismissal, but did not adopt (or even address) the standard for jurisdiction proposed by the Reagan administration. This amicus brief can also be seen as an expression of the Reagan administration’s policy toward human rights in that Reagan supported Marcos because he was an important ally of the United States in fighting communism during the Cold War. In fact, when a coup was staged against Marcos, President Reagan offered him exile in the United States.

In line with his pragmatist approach to human rights protection, the administration of George H.W. Bush Sr. did not file any submissions in ATS cases during its tenure. During hearings on the Torture Victim Protection Act (TVPA), a statute which created a cause of action for torture and extrajudicial executions, officials from the administration of George H.W. Bush opposed the Filártiga line of cases and argued that a TVPA that provides extraterritorial jurisdiction when there is no nexus to the United States would risk provoking retaliatory lawsuits against U.S. officials and create tensions with other countries that could hamper the executive branch’s relations with foreign nations. Still, when President George H.W. Bush signed the TVPA, he expressly supported an extraterritorial dimension to human rights litigation in domestic courts, stating that “[i]n this new era, in which countries throughout the world are turning to democratic institutions and the rule of law, we must maintain and strengthen our commitment to ensuring that human rights are respected everywhere.”

When President Bill Clinton took office, the executive branch once again supported human rights litigation in U.S. courts. In Kadic v. Karadzic, the DOS and DOJ filed a joint Statement of Interest stating that the case did not raise any political questions and encouraging the Second Circuit to reverse the district court’s dismissal of a case against the President of Republika Srpska, the leader
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of a self-proclaimed Bosnian-Serb republic within Bosnia–Herzegovina, for brutal acts of rape, forced prostitution, forced impregnation, torture, and summary execution. In Doe v. Unocal, in response to a request from the district court, the Clinton administration stated that “at this time adjudication of the claims based on allegations of torture and slavery would not prejudice or impede the conduct of U.S. foreign relations with the current government of Burma.”

At the same time that President George W. Bush was pursuing military intervention abroad in the name of human rights, he was also ushering in a new era of hostile intervention by the executive branch in ATS cases, particularly in cases involving corporate defendants. In these cases the Bush administration consistently argued that the ATS threatened important foreign policy interests. In total, the Bush administration made submissions in ten ATS cases involving corporate defendants; however, in a dramatic departure from prior cases, the U.S. courts only deferred to the administration’s foreign policy concerns in two cases, one of which involved a U.S. contractor.

One illustration of this phenomenon was Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain. In that case, a Mexican national Humberto Alvarez-Machain, who was abducted from his house in Mexico by Jose Francisco Sosa and other Mexican nationals with the authorization of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) so that he could stand trial in the United States for the torture and murder of a DEA agent, sued under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) and the ATS after his acquittal. When Sosa was pending before the Supreme Court, the Bush administration urged the Court “to correct the fundamentally mistaken understanding of” the Filártiga line of cases. Bush era attorneys argued that the ATS was a strictly jurisdictional statute and did not create a private right of action in U.S. courts.
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124. Id. at 773-74. (“Although the courts have emphasized that executive branch views are not binding, they rarely rejected them prior to the presidency of George W. Bush. This historically deferential approach took a dramatic turn during the Bush administration, when the executive branch informed the courts that a series of human rights cases against corporate defendants threatened U.S. foreign policy interests.”). In Corrie v. Caterpillar, Inc., the next of kin of Rachel Corrie, an American human rights defender who was killed by a bulldozer that the Israeli government used to demolish housing in Palestine, sued the American corporation that sold bulldozers to Israel. The Department of State and Department of Justice under the Bush administration intervened as amicus curiae supporting the district court’s dismissal of the case. In contradiction to its stance in Filártiga, the United States argued that “[n]othing in the ATS or in its contemporary history suggests that Congress intended it to apply to conduct in foreign lands.” Since the United States government had provided Israel with the funding it used to buy the bulldozers, it agreed with the district court, which concluded that a judgment against Caterpillar would impinge its discretion to sell military equipment to Israel and “other allied countries.” Brief of the United States as Amicus Curiae, Corrie v. Caterpillar, Inc., 503 F.3d 974 (9th Cir. 2007) (No. 05-36210).
that existing ATS litigation raised separation of powers concerns since it could potentially interfere with the foreign policy matters exclusively entrusted to the political branches, and finally that the presumption against extraterritoriality precluded the adjudication of claims of human rights abuses that occurred abroad.126

The Court agreed with the executive branch that the ATS was only jurisdictional and did not provide a private right of action, but concluded that “at the time of enactment the jurisdiction enabled federal courts to hear claims in a very limited category defined by the law of nations and recognized at common law” and that Alvarez’s claims were outside of this narrow set of claims.127 The Court did not, however, entertain the arguments raised by executive branch regarding separation of powers concerns or the presumption against extraterritoriality in Sosa.128 In direct opposition to the Bush administration’s insistence that it correct the mistake of Filártiga, the Supreme Court expressly endorsed the “birth of the modern line of cases” after Filártiga.129

In Kiobel, the majority of the Court made an about-face when it issued an opinion that applied the presumption against extraterritoriality and thereby affirmed the approach to adjudication of human rights claims under the ATS advocated by the Bush administration in Sosa.130 The Obama administration, acting as amicus curiae, discouraged the Supreme Court from creating a categorical rule for the exercise of jurisdiction under the ATS for human rights violations occurring in a foreign country, but stated that “allowing suits based on conduct occurring in a foreign country in the circumstances presented in Filártiga is consistent with the foreign relations interests of the United States, including the promotion of respect for human rights.”131

V. Why Nationalistic Protection of Human Rights is Problematic

The Supreme Court’s adoption of a nexus requirement, particularly one guided by the presence of a U.S. national interest, is problematic on multiple levels. First, the requirement is contrary to the very nature of human rights, which are universal and obligatory as the Supreme Court recognized in Sosa. This conception of human rights protection makes the United States fall short of its obligations under international human rights law. Second, by adopting a standard of selective jurisdiction based on national interest as opposed to universal jurisdiction, the United States legitimizes critics that it has co-opted human rights to accomplish broader foreign policy goals. Finally, if Kiobel is read as requiring an inspection by the judiciary into what human rights claims are in the United States’ national interest, it is inconsistent with the political question
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doctrine, which precludes the judiciary from making determinations about how claims may or may not align with U.S. national interest.

The Nationalistic Protection Undermines the Universality of Human Rights

The United States has adopted several human rights instruments, including the UDHR, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), that all highlight the universal nature of human rights. Specifically, the UDHR, the CAT, and the ICCPR all describe how human rights derive from the “recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family.” In sum, these documents describe human rights as innate to our very nature as human beings.

Previously, the United States considered the ATS to be one of the avenues that it used to satisfy its obligations under international human rights law. For instance, in its most recent report to the Human Rights Committee, a treaty body that monitors state parties’ compliance with the ICCPR, the United States touted its adjudication of human rights cases via the ATS as one of the ways in which it fulfilled its human rights commitments, in particular its duty to protect individuals’ right to be free from torture and other forms of cruel and unusual treatment or punishment.

However, the jurisdictional test for ATS claims adopted by the Supreme Court in *Kiobel* may inhibit the United States from fully meeting its obligations to protect human rights as defined by international law. The nexus test in *Kiobel*, especially if interpreted as creating a national interest threshold for human rights protection, undermines the basic tenets of human rights doctrine by implicitly favoring the protection of certain people’s rights over others. Moreover, conditioning human rights on national interest makes them dependent on what region of the world a person lives, a person’s politics, or whether the interests of
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their government align with those of the United States. In a word, it politicizes human rights protection, which by its very essence should not be subject to politics, and thereby legitimizes critiques that the United States uses human rights as a political tool without a deeper commitment to its underlying principles.

A judicially-imposed nationalistic threshold for the adjudication of human rights claims is also contrary to the Supreme Court’s own articulation of the purpose of the ATS. In *Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain*, the Court held that the ATS was meant to enforce international norms that are “specific, universal, and obligatory.” To allow courts to pick and choose amongst claims of human rights abuses that they feel sufficiently “touch and concern” the United States, in particular if that determination is based on national interest, undermines that fundamental principle articulated in *Sosa*. Furthermore, nationalistic protection of human rights in the context of the ATS conflicts with the original intent of the very Act that created it. The Supreme Court has identified the ATS as one of several provisions in the Judiciary Act that reflect “a concern for uniformity in this country’s dealings with foreign nations.”

A. The Unraveling of American Universal Jurisdiction

Both the majority opinion and the four justice concurrence in *Kiobel* rejected the understanding of various U.S. courts and legal scholars prior to *Kiobel* that the ATS provided universal jurisdiction for conduct in violation of universally recognized human rights. Typically, when a court exercises jurisdiction over a matter, the claim must have some connection to the territory, national interest, or a citizen of the State where the court sits, but universal jurisdiction is different.
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With universal jurisdiction, “there is no link of territoriality or nationality between the State and the conduct of the offender, nor is the State seeking to protect its security or credit.” The legal theory behind universal jurisdiction is that some crimes are so “threatening to the international community or so heinous in scope and degree that they offend the interest of all humanity.”

Thus, a national court exercising universal jurisdiction does not act in its own name *uti singulius* (a special interest), but as an agent of the international community.

The principle of universal jurisdiction was first applied to human rights violations during the trials of Nazi officials after World War II. These tribunals cited piracy as the first instance of the “Universality of Jurisdiction” and claimed that this doctrine should be extended to war crimes as well. Other international and national courts, including U.S. federal courts, and legal scholars have also recognized piracy as the foundation of universal jurisdiction under international law. Piracy is “crucial to the origins of universal jurisdiction,” because it occurs on the high seas, outside of the jurisdiction of any one state, and so jurisdiction is awarded to any State who can apprehend a pirate. “Before International Law in the modern sense of the term was in existence, a pirate was already considered an outlaw, a ‘hostis humani generis’ [enemy of the human race].” In the present era, universal jurisdiction has been expanded to include other violations of the law of nations that occur in countries where the State is unable and unwilling to prosecute them.
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piracy, these international crimes would otherwise escape punishment because they occur in locations where the State has abdicated its responsibility to prosecute. Thus, it is the responsibility of the international community to step in and provide a jurisdiction of last resort, as explained by the Spanish Tribunal Supremo in a universal jurisdiction case against Guatemalan generals accused of genocide.148

The ATS shares the same historical origins and purpose as other universal jurisdiction provisions. Indeed, U.S. courts have consistently evoked the connection between piracy and human rights violations when finding jurisdiction in ATS cases.149 For instance, in Filartiga, the Second Circuit explained that “for purposes of civil liability, the torturer has become—like the pirate . . . before him—hostis humani generis, an enemy of all mankind.”150 The Supreme Court underscored in Sosa that “when Congress passed the ATS, three principal offenses against the law of nations had been identified by Blackstone: violation of safe conducts, infringement of the rights of ambassadors, and piracy.”151 The majority of the court concluded that other causes of action based upon present-day law of nations may be cognizable under the ATS if the claim both “rest[s] on a norm of international character accepted by the civilized world and [is] defined with a specificity comparable to the features of the [aforementioned] 18th-century paradigms [.]”152

Yet, the marriage of jurisdiction in ATS claims with the presence of a national interest by the four justice concurrence in Kiobel undermines the understanding of the ATS as a provision that provides universal jurisdiction and instead reflects the protective principle of jurisdiction under international law that provides jurisdiction over criminal offenses when they involve a threat to the sovereignty of the United States.153 As defined by section 402 of the Third Restatement on Foreign Relations Law of the United States, courts can evoke the universally cognizable offense. The Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations added several other universal crimes, such as war crimes and apartheid. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS Law § 404 (1987).
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protective principle when jurisdiction is prescribed based upon “certain conduct of non-nationals outside a state’s territory that is directed against the security of the state or against a limited class of state interests that threaten the integrity of governmental functions (such as counterfeiting).”154

Requiring that a human rights offense “touch and concern” the United States in order to receive relief in U.S. courts, particularly if that determination is driven by considerations of U.S. national interest, implies that when the United States exercises jurisdiction in ATS cases it is not acting for the benefit of all nations (in line with the principles of universal jurisdiction), but instead in its own narrow self-interest. This exposes the United States to criticism that it only uses human rights as a pretext to intervene in the internal affairs of others to serve its own political goals. Moreover, as explained above, the ICISS report identified universal jurisdiction as a tool in the responsibility to protect “toolbox” that could be used to deter future atrocities. Thus, interpreting the ATS in a way that precludes universal jurisdiction limits our capacity to meet our obligations under the responsibility to protect doctrine.

B. The Judicial Protection of Human Rights as a Political Question

Some scholars like Jack Goldsmith offer a pragmatist viewpoint, arguing that it is better for there to be selective enforcement of human rights by the United States than none at all.155 While the wisdom of the political branches intervening to protect human rights only when the interests of the United States are at play is debatable, the political question doctrine precludes the judiciary from making such determinations.156 The political question doctrine, which is rooted in concerns over the separation of powers, provides that some questions are best suited for the political branches to decide unencumbered by the oversight of the judicial branch.157 As Justice Frankfurter famously underscored, “Court[s] ought not enter into the political thicket.”158 In Marbury v. Madison, Chief Justice John Marshall wrote: “The province of the court is, solely, to decide on the rights of individuals, not to enquire how the executive, or executive officers, perform duties in which they have a discretion. Questions, in their nature political, or which are, by the constitution and laws, submitted to the executive, can never be made in this court.”159 The Supreme Court in Baker v. Carr listed the six factors that may trigger the doctrine:

Prominent on the surface of any case held to involve a political question is
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found a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department; or a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards for resolving it; or the impossibility of deciding without an initial policy determination of a kind clearly for nonjudicial discretion; or the impossibility of a court’s undertaking independent resolution without expressing lack of the respect due coordinate branches of government; or an unusual need for unquestioning adherence to a political decision already made; or the potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one question.¹⁶⁰

Cases pertaining to foreign affairs often raise political questions.¹⁶¹ As the Supreme Court has recognized, “[t]he conduct of the foreign relations of our government is committed by the Constitution to the executive and legislative—'the political'—departments of the government, and the propriety of what may be done in the exercise of this political power is not subject to judicial inquiry or decision.”¹⁶² While not every case involving a question of foreign affairs is inherently nonjusticiable, those cases “frequently turn on standards that defy judicial application, or involve the exercise of a discretion demonstrably committed to the executive or legislature” and “uniquely demand single-voiced statement of the Government’s views.”¹⁶³

Requiring the judiciary to weigh questions of national interest is squarely within the realm of political questions that the doctrine was meant to preclude. In fact, Justice John Marshall explicitly addressed this question when he was a Congressman. In a speech to the House of Representatives, he explained his view that the judiciary is ill-equipped to make decisions involving, even in part, judgments about how our national interests align, because federal courts lack the necessary information to evaluate foreign relations, the political accountability to the public, and the power to enforce such decisions.¹⁶⁴ Additionally, allowing the judiciary to do so poses very real risks that the U.S. Government could end up speaking with two voices, which would trigger one of the six factors listed in Baker: “the potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one question.”¹⁶⁵ Similarly, the “touch and concern” standard is so vague and indefinite that judiciary could easily construe it in ways that impede the discretionary powers of the other two branches. Interestingly, it
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appears that the Supreme Court’s standard in <i>Kiobel</i> could undermine the very reason that it applied the presumption against extraterritoriality in the first place: to avoid “impinging on the discretion of the Legislative and Executive Branches in managing foreign affairs.”

VI. A CONGRESSIONAL SOLUTION TO <i>Kiobel</i>’S PROBLEMATIC PRECEDENT

To rectify the problems created by <i>Kiobel</i>, Congress should pass legislation that both creates universal enforcement of human rights law and is in line with the responsibility to protect. As explained above, the responsibility to protect mandates that States only intervene when the government where the violation occurred is unwilling and unable to protect its citizen. Congress could adopt legislation creating a similar standard for the adjudication of human rights claims under the ATS.

Such a standard would be consistent with other courts that adjudicate human rights claims. The jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court (ICC), for example, is guided by the principle of complementarity, which permits the ICC to exercise jurisdiction only when the countries that would be better positioned to investigate or prosecute do not (or at least not genuinely). As provided by the Rome Statute, the founding treaty of the ICC, the Court can assume jurisdiction in two instances: First, the ICC will render a case admissible when there has been no investigation or prosecution by the State which would normally exercise jurisdiction over the crimes concerned. However, the ICC allows the State to challenge the admissibility of a case on the grounds that it is currently investigating or prosecuting the case. Second, the ICC will exercise jurisdiction when the State is investigating or prosecuting a case (or already has done so), but the ICC determines that the State is unwilling or unable to do so genuinely.
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169. Id. at 71 (“Where there has been no investigation or trial in relation to the case, then none of the these conditions for inadmissibility can be met, so the case remains admissible before the Court.”). Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, art. 17, 18, & 19, U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 183/9 (Jul. 17, 1998) [hereinafter Rome Statute]. See also Situation In The Republic Of Kenya (Decision Pursuant To Article 15 Of The Rome Statute On The Authorization Of An Investigation Into The Situation In The Republic Of Kenya), Case No. ICC-01-09-19, par. 52-54 (March 31, 2010).
171. Id. at art. 1 & 17. See also Appeals Chamber, Judgment on the Appeal of Mr. Germain Katanga against the Oral Decision of Trial Chamber II of 12 June 2009 on the Admissibility of the Case, ICC-01/04-01/07-1497, para. 78 (“In considering whether a case is inadmissible under article 17 (1) (a) and (b) of the Statute, the initial questions to ask are (1) whether there are ongoing investigations or prosecutions, or (2) whether there have been investigations in the past, and the State having jurisdiction has decided not to prosecute the person concerned. It is only when the answers to these questions are in the affirmative that one has to look to the second halves of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) and to examine the question of unwillingness and inability.”)
Alternatively, Congress could create an exhaustion requirement that would oblige any plaintiff bringing a claim under the ATS to first seek domestic remedies where the conduct occurred, similar to such requirements employed by several international tribunals. For instance, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), which hears cases against the United States, requires proof of the exhaustion of domestic remedies as a condition for the admissibility of a case. Under Article 31(1) of the IACHR Rules of Procedure, a petition is only admissible if domestic remedies have been pursued and exhausted. Article 31(2) however offers several exemptions to the requirement of exhaustion of domestic remedies that amount to a “futility” exception (i.e. a petitioner may show that pursuing domestic remedies would be futile). Specifically, a petitioner need not prove that he or she exhausted domestic remedies if: (1) domestic legislation does not afford due process of law for the protection of the rights allegedly violated, (2) there has been a denial of access to or prevention from exhausting the domestic remedies, or (3) there has been an unwarranted delay in rendering a final judgment under the domestic remedies.

There is precedent for adopting such a requirement in the United States. Another human rights statute that was recently adopted by Congress already includes an exhaustion requirement. The Torture Victim Protection Act of 1991, which incorporated the CAT into U.S. domestic law, explicitly includes an exhaustion requirement, which could be the basis for similar legislation concerning the ATS. Moreover, the judiciary has indicated that it is amenable to such a requirement. In Sosa, the Supreme Court noted that the European Commission acting as amicus curiae argued “that basic principles of international law require that before asserting a claim in a foreign forum, the claimant must have exhausted any remedies available in the domestic legal system” and that the Court would “certainly consider this requirement in an appropriate case.” The adoption of an exhaustion requirement would be another means to ensuring the universal protection of human rights under the ATS, which would be consistent with international law.

**VII. CONCLUSION**

The erosion of the sovereign rights and the development of the responsibility to protect has resulted in a dilemma concerning when foreign nations can legitimately intervene to protect the civilian populations of other countries that is unique to this century. Although critiques of the United States...
have long centered on its inconsistent adherence to and enforcement of human rights law, never before has the United States so explicitly and publicly acknowledged its nationalistic protection of human rights. While the rhetoric of U.S. officials concerning military intervention is the most salient example of the national interest threshold for human rights enforcement, recently it has also seeped into the judiciary. While it still remains to be seen how the “touch and concern” test in Kiobel will be interpreted, if the four justice concurrence is any indication, the issue may turn on the United States’ national interest in adjudicating the claim. This approach to human rights protection is inconsistent with the basic principles of human rights, the responsibility to protect, and the Supreme Court’s articulation of the function of the ATS. It also raises concerns with respect to the political question doctrine, which precludes the judiciary from deciding questions that are best left to the discretion of the political branches such as determinations regarding this country’s national interest. To cure these problems with Kiobel, Congress should adopt legislation that provides for jurisdiction under the ATS when States where the abuses occurred are unwilling and unable to adjudicate claims arising from them.